The present research examined whether eye movements during retrieval capture the relation between an event and its temporal attributes. In two experiments (N=76), we found converging evidence that eye movements reflected the veridicality of memory for temporal order seconds before overt memory judgments, suggesting that these movements captured indirect access to temporal information. These eye movements did not entirely depend on the amount of contextual cueing available (Experiment 1) and reflected the unique ordinal position of an event in a sequence (Experiment 2). Based on our results, we conclude that eye movements reflected the absolute temporal order of past events.
Introduction
We all experience the fallacies of our memories. Though memory inaccuracy may be mildly aggravating, it frequently carries important consequences, such as when one misremembers taking a medication, or provides faulty eyewitness testimony in the courtroom. Some recent research has shown that eye movements can index memory accurately independent of explicit response or verbal reports ( [1] [2] [3] ; see also [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ; see [10] for review), holding the promise to be used even in populations that could form reliable memories, but are unable to provide detailed verbal accounts (e.g., young children, certain neurological patients) (for examples see [11] [12] [13] ). Despite this promise, it is currently unknown whether eye movements can capture all relevant features of episodic memories (e.g., temporal, spatial features). If eye movements are to be proposed as a possible alternative or addition to verbal reports, it is critical to establish to what kind of information they respond over long delays. One such piece of information concerns the temporal order with which events occur.
Memory for temporal order is a central feature of episodic memory [14] [15] [16] [17] . Practically, establishing the order of past events is critical in several situations including skipping a daily dose of a medication or placing an individual in a crime context at a damning time. In the present investigation, we examine whether and how eye movements can be used to study temporal long-term memory. Before discussing the present approach we briefly review how eye movements can be used to examine memory for the features of past events.
Eye movements, Cognition and Memory: A Long History
Eye movement measures have long been used to investigate various cognitive processes (for reviews see [18] [19] [20] ), including language [21] , visual-spatial attention and object search [22] , semantic memory and perception [23] , working memory ( [24] , for review) and episodic memory ( [10] , for review). Some of these studies have focused on scene memory or spatial features of events, including inter-or intra-object spatial relations [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . This work shows that eye movement patterns are influenced by memory for items bound in scenes. For example, altering portions of previously learned scenes alters viewing patterns [5, 9, 33, 34] .
Eye movements may also facilitate retrieval of visual-spatial information. For example, Johansson and Johansson [29] showed that constraining eye movements during retrieval (by asking participants to fixate on a central fixation) caused longer reaction times in a task involving memory for inter-object spatial relations. Overall, these studies point to ways in which eye movement behavior is guided by memory representations [10] . Further, these studies suggest that eye movement measures may provide unique information about memory processes which might complement that obtained with overt measures. In the next section, we describe a line of research that has examined long-term episodic memory and binding of an event to a context, and guided the present investigation.
Eye Movements and Memory for Item-Context Associations
Within this rich tradition, a line of research specifically focused on how eye movements may capture relational processes: binding elements of an episode together into an integrated episodic memory representation. In some eye movement studies of item-context binding, participants study faces superimposed on background scenes. At test, participants are presented with a previously studied background scene and are asked to select the matching face from a 3-face display, which contains the target face and two distracter faces, which were presented with other background scenes during study. Hannula, Cohen and colleagues found that participants spend a disproportionate amount of time viewing the correctly selected faces (correct trials) compared to incorrectly selected distracter faces (incorrect trials) early in the trial, before overt responses are made, suggesting eye movements reflect veridical memory. Only selected items are compared because previous research has shown that there is increased viewing to selected compared to non-selected items [35] across the trial length. Examination of eye movements toward the selected face for correct compared to incorrect trials avoids response selection confounds (see [36] for discussion). Eye movements are examined in discrete time bins across the trial length and researchers use this approach to focus on early eye movements, that precede well in time the moment when a decision response is rendered, based on the idea that early in the trial, we will be more likely to see episodic representations being reinstated [2, 3, [11] [12] [13] .
Researchers have used this approach to show that memory influences eye-movement patterns early, in advance of explicit recognition [2, 37] and the eye-movement patterns seem to be obligatory (i.e., occur soon after stimulus onset, even with no memory retrieval demand) [36] . As discussed by Kumaran and Wagner [38] , eye-movement effects (disproportionate viewing to correctly selected target) [3] may contribute to the accumulation of evidence needed to make an explicit choice, and may "reflect early emerging, and perhaps relatively pure, signatures of memory retrieval. . ." (p. 563). In addition, these eye-movement effects are linked to hippocampal function based on studies involving amnesic patients with lesions to the hippocampus [2] and neuroimaging with typical adults [3] . Overall, this work offers powerful evidence that eye movements may provide a window into the integrity of episodic representations mediated by the hippocampus, independent of conscious episodic recollection [10] .
Given that the hippocampus supports memory for temporal order [39] and the eyemovement effects discussed earlier [2] , we use this approach to examine early eye movements in an item-temporal memory task, and predicted that early eye movements reflected veridical long-term memory for temporal order. In two experiments, we tested whether and how that is the case.
Experiment 1
Within a single paradigm adapted from Pathman and Ghetti [40] , we examined whether eye movements could provide an index of the precise temporal order of events (B happened immediately after A), and whether they additionally responded to the broader temporal context of an event (B happened around the same time as A). Precise order and context may be both organizing principles with which we retain temporal information about events of our past and both rely on the hippocampus [41, 42] . While addressing the main question, we also manipulated the amount of contextual reinstatement during retrieval. Previous studies reporting eye-movement effects involved strong overlap between encoding and retrieval conditions [3] . Thus, we deemed it important to account for this factor.
Like in previous investigations using the face-scene paradigm [2, 3, 11] we examined proportion of looking to selected items for correct compared to incorrect trials to determine if there was evidence of similar "relational eye-movement effects" [38] for temporal memory. Following these previous investigations, we examined eye movements across the trial length in discrete time bins because, as discussed earlier, eye movements soon after stimulus onset may provide us with an indication of reinstatement of memory representations and covert processing that could contribute to overt choice.
Participants
Thirty-seven young adults (M = 21.41 years, SD = 2.76; 56.8% females) took part in the study. All participants completed one session that was approximately 1.5 hours long, including breaks. The University of California, Davis Institutional Review Board approved the protocol. Participants were recruited from a university participant pool, provided written consent, and received course credit for their participation. One participant was excluded because of chance performance in the retrieval phase (across conditions, described below). We conducted convenience sampling with sample size comparable with previous eye movement investigations ([2] : 36 undergraduate students; [36] : 40 undergraduate students).
Stimuli and Apparatus
We selected 350 items from a bank of standardized color photographs of objects [43] . Stimuli were presented on a white background using a Tobii T-120 Eye Tracker (Tobii.com; eye tracker integrated into a 17-inch monitor). Calibration procedures, conducted before each run of trials, consisted of participants following a red circle that moved to 5 different locations on the screen. Default Tobii fixation filter settings (velocity threshold: 35 pixels/samples; distance threshold: 35 pixels) were used for eye movement data reduction. Tobii guidelines [44] were used to test the timing of our specific eye-tracker/computer setup and the synchronization offset was on average 65.22 ms (SD = 17.12).
Procedure
Encoding phase. From the stimulus set, we randomly selected 75 groups of 4 items (quadruplets) to be presented as encoding trials (Fig 1A) . Within a quadruplet sequence, each object was presented alone in the center of the screen for 1.5 seconds. Participants were asked to remember the order of items presented within each quadruplet. Following the quadruplet sequence, participants were shown one of the objects from that quadruplet (probe item) and asked to select (via button press) whether it was the first, second, third or fourth object in the quadruplet sequence. The probe item remained on screen until response. We randomly Sample temporal order trial in the encoding phase (A) and retrieval phase (B). At encoding, participants stated the ordinal position of the probe. At retrieval, participants selected the item from the retrieval array that they believe came immediately after the cue during the encoding phase.
selected which items from the sequence would be used as probes. Encoding trials were randomly split into three runs of 25 trials each, separated by a 1-2 minute break. Following encoding, participants were given a 10-minute break.
Retrieval phase. Participants were told that they would see one of the objects from the encoding phase (cue object; same object as probe item from encoding phase), and were asked to choose the object that came immediately after that object in the sequence (target object) from an array of three objects (Fig 1B) . From the 75 probe items from the encoding phase, 60 had been presented either in the first, second or third position in the quadruplet sequence and could be used to probe memory for the item that came after it. Fifteen probe items from the encoding phase had been presented in the fourth position and thus could not be used in the retrieval phase (since no object came immediately after it within a sequence); we included these trials to ensure that participants attended to the whole sequence of 4 items during encoding. For each retrieval trial array, one object was the target (object that followed the retrieval cue), and the other two objects were distracters. The spatial placement (left, right, top) of the target object in the retrieval array was randomly selected with the constraint that the target object would be in each of the three positions an equal amount of times across trials. The retrieval array remained on screen until response.
The nature of the distracters in the retrieval array changed as a function of experimental condition. Although participants were asked to establish temporal order across conditions, differences in distracter type affected how order temporal could be retrieved. In the temporal order condition, the distracters were from the same sequence as the cue and target; therefore, participants could only establish what object followed the cue object by recollecting the precise temporal order with which objects within a quadruplet were presented. In the temporal context condition, the distracters were selected from other sequences previously shown during the encoding task; therefore, participants could establish what object followed the cue by recollecting which object was presented around the same time as the cue object. In the mixed condition, one distracter was selected from the same sequence as the cue and target object; the other distracter was randomly selected from another sequence; therefore, both precise order and broader contextual information could be used to establish temporal order.
Overall the temporal order condition contained the maximum amount of information from encoding context (all items in retrieval array were presented during encoding of trial). The temporal context condition contained minimum reinstatement of encoding context (retrieval array contained only 1 item presented at encoding for trial). The mixed condition contained a medium amount of information from encoding context (retrieval array contained 2 items presented at encoding for trial). If the degree of contextual reinstatement influences performance in this paradigm then we should see different levels of overt accuracy, and differences in eyemovement patterns across the temporal order, mixed and temporal context conditions.
The 60 retrieval trials were divided equally across conditions. Trial orders were randomized and split into three runs (20 trials each), separated by a 1-2 minute break. The randomization procedures described throughout this section were performed twice to create two randomized stimulus sets of encoding and retrieval phase versions that cycled across participants. To ensure participants understood each task, participants were given practice encoding trials immediately before the encoding phase, and practice retrieval trials immediately before the retrieval phase. Note that the size of the objects varied between encoding phase and retrieval phase. Specifically, each individual object in the retrieval array was presented larger in the encoding phase. Thus it is unlikely that any eye-movement effects found are driven solely by a perceptual match between encoding and retrieval. The visual angle of each retrieval array image was 23.5 x 17.8 degrees. The visual angle of each of the three areas of interest (AOI) within the retrieval array was 7.1 x 8.1 degrees; each of the three objects were centered in its respective AOI and AOIs did not overlap.
Results

Overt Response Accuracy
Encoding phase. Accuracy was very high during the working memory task, M = 96.14, SD = 3.50, and did not differ as a function of experimental condition, F(2, 72) = 1.09, p = .34. Nevertheless, only correct trials from the encoding phase were included in analyses in the retrieval phase.
Retrieval phase. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of Condition, F(2, 72) = 9.94, p < .0001, η p 2 = .22. As shown in Fig 2, accuracy in the temporal order condition was higher than accuracy in the mixed condition, which in turn was higher than accuracy in the temporal context condition. Thus, we replicated previous findings [40] in which accuracy in the temporal order condition was higher than accuracy in the temporal context condition. Additionally, the results of the mixed condition suggest there is a boost in performance when there is an increase in contextual cues that could aid reinstatement of temporal order.
Temporal Memory Response Times
All participants took several seconds to respond to each trial (see Table 1 ). An Accuracy (correct, incorrect) x Condition (temporal order, temporal context) ANOVA revealed a main effect of Accuracy, F(1, 36) = 31.13, p < .0001, η p 2 = .46. Response times were faster for correct than incorrect trials. There was no main effect of Condition, F(2, 72) = .69, p = .50, η p 2 = .02, or in-
03. This task is demanding and decisions take several seconds. 
Temporal Memory Eye Movements
Consistent with previous research [3, 40] , we examined whether participants spent more time viewing selected objects in correct trials compared to selected objects in incorrect trials. Disproportionate viewing for correct trials compared to incorrect trials would suggest that eye movements reflected veridical memory. We calculated the proportion of viewing to the selected object for each time bin by summing the duration of fixations made to the selected object and dividing that by the sum of durations made to all AOIs (target + distracter 1 + distracter 2). By definition, the selected object was the target for correct trials, and was a distracter for incorrect trials. Full trial length. An Accuracy x Condition repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to determine if there was disproportionate viewing to the target object compared to the incorrectly selected distracter across the full trial length, which was variable across participants depending on when they responded. This analysis revealed a main effect of Accuracy, F(1, 36) = 19.31, p < .001, no main effect of Condition (p = .37), and an Accuracy x Condition interaction, F(2, 72) = 3.05, p = .05, η p 2 = .08. Follow-up analysis found that there was disproportionate viewing to the selected item for correct trials compared to incorrect trials in the temporal order condition, t(36) = 3.99, p < .0005, but not in the temporal context condition, t(36) = 1.22, p = .23, replicating the results of Pathman and Ghetti [40] . In the mixed condition, disproportionate viewing for correct trials approached statistical significance, t(36) = 1.93, p = .06. Next we examined the time course of early eye movements. The examination of timing of these effects is important because it can inform us about how early these eye-movement effects were visible. Time course of early eye movements. Paralleling Pathman and Ghetti [40] , we examined fixations up to 4000 ms after stimulus onset, in 500 ms bins. This maximum time point was selected such that it was later than those reported in previous eye movement investigations of memory for context in adults [2] [3] , but earlier than when participants made their button-press responses. An Accuracy (correct, incorrect) x Condition x Time Bin ANOVA revealed a main effect of Accuracy, F(1, 34) = 18.99, p < .001, η p 2 = .36, and a main effect of Time Bin, F(7, In the mixed condition, there were two time bins in which there was disproportionate viewing for correct trials compared to incorrect trials (1000-1500 ms: t(36) = 2.60, p < .05; 2500-3000 ms: t(36) = 2.20, p < .05). In the temporal context condition, one late temporal bin showed the eyemovement effect (3000-3500 ms: t(36) = 2.62, p < .05). Note that although there was a difference between correct and incorrect trials in the first time bin (0-500 ms: t(36) = 2.17, p < .05), each of these values hovers around chance (as shown in Fig 3) and thus cannot be clearly interpreted. Overall, across the first 4-seconds since the onset of the test trial, there was greater looking at selected items for correct trials compared to selected but incorrect trials for the temporal In sum, eye movements reflected veridical memory for temporal order, but not temporal context, seconds before this selection was made. The eye-movement effects and accuracy levels of the mixed condition were in between those of the temporal order and temporal context condition, suggesting that reinstatement of the original temporal sequence may account in part for the results.
These results suggest that temporal order may be a more dominant organizational principle than temporal context, but raise an additional question about the nature of this organization. The three conditions in this experiment not only differed in the extent to which the distractors in the retrieval array reinstated the encoding phase quadruplet, but also in the extent to which they included items representing a unique ordinal position from their respective encoding phase quadruplet. In other words, in the temporal order condition, all of the retrieval array items included items that were in their own unique ordinal position in the studied sequences (because, being all selected from one studied quadruplet, they necessarily held distinct ordinal positions); in the mixed condition this was the case of two of the retrieval array items (i.e., the target and one of the distracters,); in the temporal context condition the distractors were not selected to have held distinct ordinal positions in their original sequence. This is important in light of recent evidence showing that the hippocampus is involved in retrieving the bound representation of an item and its ordinal position across different sequences [45] , suggesting a mechanism through which the hippocampus encodes for absolute ordinal position (in the present study sequence: 1 st , 2 nd , 3 rd , 4 th ). Experiment 2 was conducted to assess whether absolute ordinal position could account for the results of this experiment.
Experiment 2
The goal of Experiment 2 was to test the hypothesis that memory for ordinal position of items from the encoding phase could explain differences in eye-movements effects and increased accuracy in the temporal order compared to temporal context condition in Experiment 1. Here we included temporal order, temporal context and mixed conditions, like Experiment 1. However, we put a constraint on how distracters were selected for the temporal context and mixed conditions: all items were selected such that they were from a unique ordinal position in their respective encoding sequences. Thus, if eye-movement effects and increased accuracy in the temporal order condition depended on differences in the absolute ordinal position represented within each test trial, then we would expect that differences among conditions would be eliminated when all items had unique ordinal positions across experimental conditions. On the other hand, if temporal order, in the absence of item-ordinal position binding, was the most critical factor, the results of Experiment 2 should fully replicate those of Experiment 1.
Procedures
Methods were identical to those of Experiment 1. The only exception was that distracters were selected such that they had a unique ordinal position. The temporal order condition was identical to all previous experiment; by definition, all objects had a unique ordinal position. In the temporal context condition, the two distracters were randomly selected from other sequences, like in the previous experiment; however there was a constraint such that each selected distracter must have a unique ordinal position when put together with the target and cue. For example, if the cue and target were in ordinal positions 2 and 3 respectively in the encoding phase, then one distracter was selected from another sequence from ordinal position 1, and the other sequence was selected from another sequence from ordinal position 4. This same constraint was imposed for the distracter from another sequence in the mixed condition.
Results
Overt Response Accuracy
Encoding phase. As in Experiment 1, accuracy was very high in working memory task, M = 94.46, SD = 5.39, and did not differ as a function of retrieval condition, F(2, 76) = 1.88, p = . 16 . Nevertheless, only correct trials from the encoding phase were included in analyses in the retrieval phase.
Retrieval phase. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no main effect of Condition, F(2, 76) = .02, p = .98. As shown in Fig 4, accuracy did not differ across conditions. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that retrieval of an item's ordinal position at encoding accounted for greater accuracy in the temporal order condition compared to the temporal context condition in Pathman and Ghetti [40] and Experiment 1.
Temporal Memory Response Times
All participants took several seconds to respond to each trial (see Table 2 ). An Accuracy (correct, incorrect) x Condition (temporal order, temporal context) ANOVA revealed a main effect of Accuracy, F(1,35) = 18.42 p < .001, η p 2 = .35. Response times were faster for correct than incorrect trials. Response times did not differ across conditions overall, F(2, 70) = 1.27, p = .29, η p 2 = .03, however there was an accuracy x condition interaction F(2, 70) = 3.69, p < .05, η p 2 = .10. Follow-up showed that there were no response time differences across conditions for correct trials, F(2, 76) = 2.05, p = .14, but a response time difference across conditions approached significance for incorrect trials, F(2, 70) = 2.91, p = .06. η p 2 = .08. (i.e., response times in the mixed condition were longer compared to the temporal order condition for incorrect trials.)
Temporal Memory Eye Movements
Full trial length. An Accuracy x Condition ANOVA of proportion of time spent viewing the selected item revealed a main effect of Accuracy, F(1, 35) = 29.74, p < .001, no effect of Condition (p = .33), and no Accuracy x Condition interaction (p = .61). Across conditions, there was disproportionate viewing to the selected distracter for correct compared to incorrect trials.
Like in Experiment 1, and previous studies [2, 3, [11] [12] [13] we next examined the time course of effects soon after stimulus onset.
Time course of early eye movements. An Accuracy (correct, incorrect) x Condition x Time Bin ANOVA revealed only a main effect of Accuracy, F(1, 30) = 25.53, p < .0001, η p 2 =
.47, and a main effect of Time Bin, F(7, 210) = 29.21, p < .0001, η p 2 = .49. As shown in Fig 5, eye movements showed disproportionate viewing to the selected item for correct trials within the first 2 seconds for all conditions. It should be noted that the eye-movement effect occurred earlier for the temporal order condition, compared to the temporal context condition. For the temporal order condition eye-movement effects were found in the 1000-1500 ms bin, t(37) = 2.74, p < .01, 1500-2000 ms bin, t(37) = 3.03, p < .005, 2000-2500 ms bin, t(37) = 1.77, p < .10, and the 2500-3000 ms bin, t(37) = 2.54, p < .05. In the mixed condition, an eye-movement effect was found in the 1500-2000 ms time bin, t(35) = 2.21, p < .05. For the temporal context condition disproportionate viewing for correct compared to incorrect trials were found in the 1500-2000 ms bin, t(36) = 2.28, p < .05, 2000-2500 ms bin, t(36) = 3.72, p < .001, 2500-3000 ms bin, t(36) = 3.03, p < .005, and the 3500-4000 ms bin, t(35) = 2.30, p < .05. As in Experiment 1, greater looking at selected items for correct trials compared to selected incorrect trials was evident in the first 4-second interval for all conditions (temporal order: t (36) = 4.10, p < .0005, Cohen's d = .66; mixed: t(36) = 4.82, p < .0005, Cohen's d = .80; The results of Experiment 2 are consistent with the hypothesis that eye movement effects reflect binding of an item to absolute ordinal position; memory for ordinal position was responsible for the more apparent eye-movement effects in the temporal order condition compared to the temporal context condition in Experiment 1.
Discussion
The present studies aimed to examine whether eye movements can capture temporal features of memory episodes. Across two experiments we identified specific eye-movement signatures that reflected successful retrieval of memory for temporal order in long-term memory. Adults showed eye-movement effects associated with veridical memory for temporal order as early as 1000 to 1500 ms after stimulus onset, several seconds before participants made overt order judgments. The current research establishes that eye movements are useful to examine one of the defining features of episodic memory.
Importantly, we determined what aspects of temporal order processing were reflected in eye movements. In Experiment 1, we found that eye-movement effects were restricted to the temporal order condition. Experiment 1 showed that increasing the contextual cues (mixed condition) resulted in the emergence of some eye-movement effects and an increase in memory accuracy. This finding extends to eye movements the finding that temporal contiguity of cues aides temporal order recall [46] . Experiment 2, however, showed that memory for absolute ordinal position was more critical: manipulating the retrieval array items such that each item was from a unique ordinal position brought about eye-movement effects in all conditions and eliminated accuracy differences among them. These results suggest that the eye-movement effects are based on binding an event to its absolute ordinal position within a quadruplet, suggesting that ordinal position served as an organizational principle that occurred across all temporal memory conditions. This finding highlights time-tagging theories, which posit that during encoding events are marked with "tags" of time or ordinal position ( [14, 47] ; for review see [48] ). It is also consistent with recent studies in which neural activity is associated with object-ordinal position binding during memory retrieval [45] .
In this paradigm, the retrieval of temporal information guided decision making (which of the three items to choose), and both of these sets of processes were reflected in eye movements. We cannot precisely separate initial reinstatement or retrieval of temporal information from decision processes using eye movement measures. Still, we can determine how eye movements change from stimulus onset to overt response, and see the progression of pattern differences. Analysis of the early portion of the trial compared to the later portion of the trial showed that, early eye movements predicted accuracy in overt choice, but later eye movements did not (participants spent more time looking at the selected items, irrespective of accuracy). In addition, we note that eye movements provided information that did not always coincide with response times. For example, Experiment 1, eye movement effects were reported in the temporal order condition but not in other conditions, and yet response times did not differ across the three conditions, nor was there an interaction between condition and accuracy. Thus it is not simply that the presence or absence of eye movement effects is based on shorter or longer response times or decision-making time. Thus, eye movements provided unique information that can be used to complement measures of response times and accuracy to determine the mechanisms supporting memory retrieval. By the same token, Saint-Aubin, Tremblay and Jalbert [49] argue that eye movement measures complement recall measures, providing non-redundant information, in short-term memory tasks.
Future research should examine how task instructions affected our results because this has implications for the automaticity of temporal order encoding [50] . Previous work (in which there was no delay between study and test) has shown that ordinal position of items within lists are remembered and do not depend on intentional processing of temporal information [51] [52] . In the present research, although participants did not know they would be tested on temporal memory after a long-term delay, ordinal position was explicitly attended during learning. We do not know whether ordinal position would have been encoded and retained if our task instructions were not related to temporal order. If encoding task instructions do not need to be about temporal order, this would provide further evidence for time-tagging theories that posit that temporal information during encoding is laid down automatically [47] ; currently relatively little is known about the nature of automatic temporal tags (see [16, 48] for discussion), but a role of these tags would challenge currently held views that reconstruction processes (using other contextual information, such as environmental cues, to infer when an event occurred) [16] , not time-tagging, are the predominant way in which human adults remember "when" information [16, 48] .
The present investigation adds to the corpus of studies that have used eye movements to investigate aspects of temporal memory over short delays. Unlike the present investigation, these other studies involve visual-spatial displays during encoding, and thus were not intended to be "pure" measures of temporal order. Ryan and Villate [53] presented participants with three objects presented one at a time, each in a different location on a computer screen. After a 2-second delay, all three objects were presented simultaneously and researchers found evidence that participants inspected the objects in the order with which they had been originally presented. Moreover, Tremblay, Saint-Aubin and Jalbert [54] found that recall accuracy was higher when participants "replayed" the temporal order of items via eye movements during the delay between study and test (but see Godijn & Theeuwes [55] for contradictory findings). Together, these findings show that eye-movement patterns during delay [31, 54] and test [53] may support short-term memory for temporal order. This work, when combined with results of the present investigation, suggests that memory-guided eye movements can help elucidate different aspects of short-term memory, or long-term episodic memory [10] , like binding of events to time and space. Future work could examine whether "replay" via eye movements is related to sequential neuronal firing patterns that have been found to be associated with temporal memory across delays in animal models [56] . Further work could also examine how shortterm memory effects in which temporal order is "replayed" via eye movements is compared to the eye-movement effects reported in the present investigation. For example, a future study could modify the present paradigm such that during the encoding phase, each object is presented at a different location on the screen, and then fixations could be examined during the short-term delay. Any short-term memory eye movement effects could be tested for relations with either overt long-term recall or eye-movement effects (e.g., amount of difference between selected correct and incorrect looking fixation durations, or, onset of the eye-movement effects). To our knowledge, no study has examined whether rehearsal of ordered presentation of items via eye movements (whether overt or covert) is related to long-term retention of temporal order of the items via eye movements or explicit recall. Such a study would support claims that eye movements are a mechanism by which information is "bound into a lasting representation, and by which current information is compared to stored representations" ( [53] , p. 267).
In summary, across two experiments, we established that eye movements can reflect veridical temporal memory over a long-term delay. These findings adds to the promise of eye movements being used to assess, and directly compare, memory across populations including nonverbal infants, typical children and adults, patients with psychiatric or neurodegenerative disorders, and nonhuman primates. Moreover, although episodic memory is traditionally considered a type of memory that is expressed deliberately and is associated with subjective experience of remembering [15] , these findings, along with other investigations of eye movements [1] [2] [3] suggest that some part of the memory representation may be accessed before it is readily available for overt decisions and reports, which motivate new questions about how to conceptualize episodic memory.
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